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More
hospitals
in-network

line

DANCIN'

BY MAI HOANG
photos

Herald reporter
Western employees will have more options
for hospital care when Western changes its
third-party administrator for faculty and staff
health insurance in 2003.
The university dropped Medical Benefits
Administrators, Inc., earlier this month and will
go with Anthem, Blue Cross and Blue Shield in
January.
That will bring some changes for employees.
For the past year under MedBen, employees
could only go to The Medical Center for hospital visits and receive in-network coverage full coverage by the university's insurance plan
minus a deductible .
The in-network coverage was outlined in an
exclusive one-year agreement between Western, MedBen and The Medical Center. The
agreement could have been renewed for up to
three years.
With the change to Anthem, Western had to
cancel that agreement with The Medical
Center, said Bob Edwards, vice president for
University Relations.
Medical Center representatives are concerned about Westem's decision.
In a Daily News article Monday, Doris
Thomas, vice president of Marketing for
Commonwealth Health Corporation, which
owns The Medical Center, said: "At this time,
we're looking into whether there was a fair and
open process in determining who would serve
as Westem's third-party administrator."
When contacted by the Herald yesterday,
Thomas referred all comments to Commonwealth's attorney, Murray Raines.
Raines could not be reached for comment.
Under Anthem, employees will now have
in-network coverage for The Medical Center
and other hospitals in the region, including
Greenview Regional Hospital here, and
Summit Medical Center, Vanderbilt University
Medical Center and Skyline Medical Center in
Nashville.
SEE HOSPITALS PAGE 5

Alumnus
may get

U ofL job
BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter
Western alumnus Jim Ramsey may be
named today as the University of Louisville's
17th president.
U of L's Board of Trustees will vote today
on whether to hire Ramsey. Ramsey, who is
also the state budget director, has been interim president at U of L since September.
In 1997, Ramsey and
President Gary Ransdell
were tagged as the favorites
among a handful of candidates to fill former president Thomas Meredith's
position at Western. At the
time, Ramsey was Westem's vice president for
Finance
and
Administration.
Ransdell eventually got
the nod from the Board of
Regents, and Ramsey later
left Western.
U of L's presidential
search committee, a body
of administrators, trustees,
faculty, staff and a student,
unanimously voted Tuesday to recommend
Ramsey for the position.
If hired, Ramsey would replace former
president John Shumaker, who left in June to
become president of the University of

Ramsey
was a

finaiist for

by Fielder Williams Strain

Lexington freshman Brandy Smith, left, and Kristen
Mazuk, a freshman from Clarksville, Tenn., laugh as a fellow cast member runs through his lines during rehearsal.

Adam Perry, a senior from Speedwell, Tenn., leaps during a dress rehearsal for "A Chorus Line." Below: Radcliff junior Rebecca
Uhey practices for the musical in Russell H. Miller Theatre in the fine arts center.

Cast members give a behind-the-scenes look
at the making of a musical
BY AMBER SIGMAN

Herald reporter

It's the opening scene of "A Chorus
Line," and this is a run-through, not an
audition, as it seems to be.

Elizabethtown
senior Nancy
Hutcherson sits in the auditorium, Individuals and insight
where the paying customers will be,
"A Chorus Line," originally perwearing a red, sequined dress. Her formed in 1975, brings to life the grubrown hair is curled and she's in full
eling process that actors must endure
make-up. She's dressed
as they try to get a break
as Cassie for the stage,
on Broadway.
the female lead, but
Reflective of the late
she's only watching,
60s
and early 70s, the
WmT: "A Chorus line"
not dancing.
director,
played by
WHEN:
8
tonight
through
Her eyes dance as
Tues.
{except
Sun.)
Danville
junior
David
she follows the action. ·
Also Sat., Sun. 3 p.m.
Smith,
seeks
to
see
each
"Step-kick-kickWHERE: Russell H,
performer
as
an
individLE AP-kick- touch,
Miller Theatre in the
ual, rather than only a
again ... step-kick-kickfine arts center, $8
body that can sing and
L EA P- kick-touch,
dance. He asks them to
again," come the rapidfire instructions from the director's give some insight into their lives.
assistant. Would-be cast members of a
And most do with little hesitation,
musical production concentrate to folSH LINE PAGE 6
low his shouted commands.

IF YOU GO

president
at Western

in 1997.

He has
been
interim
president
atUofL
since
September-

SE£ ALUMNUS PAGE 5

·: Nappy Roots

Band wants to return to old Kentucky home
BY CASSIE RILEY

Herald reporter
After rain cut short their show
last year at the Corvette Museum,
members of the rap group Nappy
Roots say they want to come back
to Bowling Green to perform in
front of a hometown crowd.
Many Western students were
angered last year when the group's
show, arranged by a local concert
promoter, was rained out. Fans

weren't given a refund or a rain
check for their tickets.
Nappy Roots will perform at a
number of college campuses this
year, including Kentucky State,
Morehead State, Kentucky and
Eastern. They say that if given the
opportunity, they want to perform
at Western.
"It'd almost be like coming
home," said group member
"Skinny DeVille," whose real name
is Saan Hughes.

Nash hearing Tuesday

Sushi Picks

On Tuesday:

On Tuesday, a U.S. District
Court judge will rule on whether to
dismiss the Nash lawsuit. Page 3.

Columnist Hollan Holm takes
a look at the new options offered
by dining services. Page 8.

Jim Breuer's routine. The curtain

Read coverage of comedian
rises at 8 tonight in DUC.

Hughes said Nappy Roots proposed a plan to the Campus
Activities Board to perform at
Homecoming this year, but Western
was unable to provide a proper
venue.
CAB chair John Bradley said
Western lacked the proper indoor
facility for a Nappy Roots concert
during Homecoming.
Bradley said Nappy Roots
requested between $20,000 and
$25,000 for a performance at

Homecoming. He said CAB considered holding the group's concert
at the Colonnade, but feared the
show would rain out.
Despite its inability to bring
Nappy Roots to Western this fall,
Bradley said the organization is
making an attempt to schedule the
group in the spring.
"Nappy Roots is certainly an
option," he said.

Check the Web at www.
wkuherald.com for a multimedia
presentation about senior Amy
Menick's trip to Africa

November 14, 2002
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By the numbers

Weather watch
Today

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

612 432

492 352

442 332

452 352

512 392
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Reports
♦ Rudy Fakhoorian, BarnesCampbell Hall, reported Monday a parking permit worth $65
stolen from his 1996 Dodge
Dakota parked in Egypt lot.
♦ Karen G. Treece, Smiths

►

Grove, reported Tuesday a
parking permit worth $65 sto~en
from
her
1994
Ponuac
Bonnieville parked in Egypt lot.
♦ Jonathan S. Magrey,
5
Barnes reported Tuesday $53.
'
in property
stolen from bis

News Briefs
Contact the SGA office at 7454354 for more infonnation.

Campus Safety Forum
today

- Joseph Lord

There will be a Campus Safety
Forum at 4 p.m. today in Downing
University Center Room 305.
The forum is sponsored by
Student Government Association.
Brian Kuster, director of
Housing and Residence Life;
Richard McFarland, president of the
Residence Hall Association; and
representatives from campus police
will attend the forum, said Brandon
Copeland, SGA's vice president for
administration. Students who have
researched campus safety might also
speak at the forum.

►

Food services adds

selections, hours
A recent Student Government
Association forum has prompted
Dining Services to offer new food
selections and extended hours.
Greg Schumacher, assistant
operations manager for dining ~rvices, said sushi is the newest edible
addition to campus food courts.
Students were given free samples of
sushi Monday in Garrett Center
food court and Topper Cafe.
Food court hours will be extend-

Samuel M. Simpkins/Herald
ride on her wheelchair from Preston Center to Downing University Center. "Slow
down," said Taylor, a sophomore from Springfield, Tenn., as the two zipped
down the sidewalk Wednesday afternoon .

ed on the weekends. The new hours
are as follows:

Grille Works
Friday: 10:30 am.-4 p.m.
saturday:Closed
Sunday: 4-9:30 p.m.

DUC Food Court
Friday: 7 a.m.-7 p.m.Saturday: 12-7
p.m.Sunday: 1-9:30 p.m.
Schumacher also said Topper
Cafe is nearing its I 00,000th diner.
When the record setting person
walks in to Topper, Dining Services
will have a ceremony to congratulate the individual and commemorate the occasion.

-Cassie Riley

SJH)JV Briefs

Books for ballin'

Along for the ride: Louisville freshman Ashley Bishop gives Danielle Taylor a

♦ campus police Sgt. Michael
Waldrop reported Tue_sday pursu.
• a car evading pohce. The driing
d d .
ver was apprehen e m Russellville by the Logan County
Sheriff's Department.

For a book,, fans can get free admission to the fmal preseason game for
Western men's basketball.
Western, along with the Southern
Kentucky Festival of Books, is sponsoring "Books and Baskets" at the
Toppers' game against the Universal
AU-Stars at 7 p.m. Saturday in Diddle
Arena.
By donating a new or "gently used"
children's book, fans can receive one
free general admission ticket to the
game. The books will be distributed
during National Children's Book Week

The game Saturday will be
Western's last warm-up before
opening the season at No. 1
Arizona Nov. 23.

Toppers ink two early
Western won't hurt for size
next season. Despite the eventual departure of 7-foot, 300pound All-American Chris
Marcus, the Toppers found
another big man to help fill
those huge shoes next season.
In addition to 6-foot-11, 350pound transfer Nigel Dixon,
Western will have the services
of 7-foot, 300-pound Josh
Higgins.

A prep star who averaged
13.9 points and 7.9 rebounds
as a senior at Vandalia-Butler
High School in Dayton, Ohio,
Higgins signed a national letter of intent to attend
Western.
He was joined by 6-foot-4,
200-pound guard Nick Hill,
who averaged 26.7 points, six
rebounds and 2.4 assists as a
senior at DuQuoin High
School in DuQuoin, UL
Hill finished eighth in last
year's Mr. Basketball vote for
Illinois' top prep player.

- Kyle Tucker

COLLEGE HEIGHTS

►

HERALD

♦ Due to a Herald error, the
time of comedian Jim Breuer's
performance was misstated in an
article on page 3B of Tuesday's
issue. Breuer will perfonn at 8
tonight in the Downing
University Center Theater.

Nei1,s you can count on
everv Tuesdav and Thursdav

Tender cuts of
all-white-meat
chicken breast with a
kick of Buffalo flavor
baked right in.

•

..,

✓

with any pizza purchase

2945 Scottsville Road

781-9494
2201 Stonehenge Ave.

B.G. Bypass Vicinity:

South B.G. & Dine In:

781-6063

781-1000

TWO 14"
Large 2-Topplng
Pizzas

11
PARTY PACK!
II
I FOUR 14" Large I
1 1•Topping Pizzas :

:

! $14?9 ! $24P0

I~.

Expires: 11-30-02

I

Deep Dish S1 .00 extra per pine.

I
I

,'· ,

# 112

I~.

I
Expires: 11-30-02
I ~ Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.
,

Offer velld with coupon only.
Coupon nol valid with any other offer.
Customer pays epp!lcable sales tax. ...

I

,'·

AdditionalToppings
S1.25 each per pizza # 10 3x4
Offer velid with coupon only.
Coupon not valid w1lh any other offer.
Customer pays applicable aeles tax.

Customer pays applicable aales tax.

.1

Customer pays applicable sales tax.

:

I
I
I
I

I

14" Large
1-Topplng Pizza

·.

$7,99
■

MONDAYS &
WEDNESDAYS

I
I
I
II

TUESDAYS &
THURSDAYS

I
I
I
I

1-Topping Pizza & I
: 8-pc. ClnnaStlx• I

:I

$999
■

~

$1.50

I
Expires: 11-30-02
I
~ Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.
I
Additional Toppings
#105 I ~ ,. Additional
Toppin. gs
#143 I
only $1.25 each.
only $1.25 each.
Offer valid w~h coupon only.
I ''_ Offer
valid with coupon only.
I
Coupon not valid with any other offer. I
Coupon not valid with any other offer.
customer pays app!lcablo soles lax.
Customer pays applicable aeles ta,. I

•

F, :tA~

,r:a;···•~•.a[fl'~lil l'l

7 pm in Van Meter Auditorium
Monday, November 18, 2002

$2.25

Admission: $3

DAIQUIRIS

11

lunch special

1
1

, #1 thru #15 only

1

,•

#1 thru #15, G_et
,
: : another combo dinner :
11
#1 thru #15
1
11
FREE!
1

---------------------- ·-----------··-----------~

I

, •.

•

'Rental tuxedos may be limlted to styles and avaliablllty

LONGNECKS

$1.00 off any
Buy one combo dinner
:I r-----------••-----------•

Expires: 11-30-02

~ Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.

.

Come see the Hottest men at -,.-1vvestern
r
strut their stufl1
Heels are optional

II~----------~----------◄
DELIVERY SPECIAL 1
14" Large
I
1
I
I

$2s.oo! r

. .., •

i Alpha Gamma Delta
Miss-ter
western

: s911 ! $1099 :
0

We are now offering a special
dis~o~t for student group
orgamzat1ons! Tuxedos starting

AfA .~ .

~THEDOMiNATI>R=-,.,--MEGADEAL!--~
1 16" EXTRA LARGE I Any 14" Large Pizza :
I 1-Topping Pizza I Any Number of Toppings 1

I
■
■
I
Expires: 11-30-02
I
Expires: 11-30-02
I Al.~.Add1Uona1Topplngsonly$1.25;~~h; : Al.~.De';f ~;~b~~-!op;::.pe~~:;111
II "tJ,. : Offer
valid with coupon only.
I "tJ~ : Offer
valid with coupon only.
Coupon not valid with any other offer.
Coupon not valkl with any other offer.

20% Retail With WKU ID

,, . • .

1505 U.S. 31W Bypass
3901 Scottsville Rd. _
__________
Tr _________

I

781-1566

Wrestling on REDZ TV on November 18
will take place from 7-10 p.m.
This was incorrectly stated in the 11/5
edition of the Herald. The advertising
staff apologizes for this error.

Serving West B.G. & WKU:

♦ The College Heights Herald
corrects all confi.nned errors that
are brought to reporters' or editors' attention. Please call 7456011 or 745-5044 to report a correction, or e-mail us at herald@wkuherald.com.

f Mr: Tu~edo.

CORRECTION

Try a 10-pc. order
£or Just $5.99

I

CJearlagtlJe&fr

All proceeds go to the Al h
DI
PaGamma
eta Foundation! •
•
Special thanks to 0
Southern Lanes
u.r sp~nsors:
Fazoli's
O Charley's
st
Cici's Pizza
W~ K_entucky BBQ
._________Al:1 ~
annike Cinemas
_

0

·
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Judge to consider dismissal

world

Column
Online. At
'
www.WKUHERALD.com
'

Lawyers in the process
of negotiating
BY MAI HOANG

AFFORDABLE AUTO SALES

Herald reporter

Many nice vehicles under $4,000!

Clean, Quality
Pre-Owned
Vehicles
cell 791-1151
2835 Louisville Road
I

Bowling Green, KY 42101

Office 846-3325
Eric Wheeler, Owner

The Great American

A U.S. District court judge
will
consider
Western's
motion Tuesday to dismiss a
lawsuit filed by university
employee Staci Nash over
coverage for a bone-marrow
transplant.
The university filed the
motion in September to dismiss the lawsuit filed by Nash
and her husband, Brian.
However, Nash attorney
Janice Weiss said she is nego-

tiating a settlement with
Western and Medical Benefits
Administrators - the university's third-party administrator - and is hopeful an agreement can, be reached before
Tuesday.
Weiss said she continues to
seek more information about
what coverage the Nash family will receive from Western
for the transplant.
"I'm hopeful it could be
settled before the hearing,"
she said.
The Nash family filed the
suit against Western in
August after HCC Life, who
covers all Western insurance
claims over $75,000, denied

coverage or a $500,000 bone
marrow .tansplant for the
Nash's fou r-year-old daughter, Presley.
In August, Western agreed
to cover the procedure using
funds from the faculty and
staff self-insurance reserve
fund.
Western will also pay up to
$ 10,000 for related travel,
meals and lodging for the
family.
Presley Nash received the
transplant Oct. 18. She is still at
the
Fairview
University
Medical Center in Minneapolis,
Minn.
The family could not be
reached for comment.

Western attorney John
Grise said he hopes the family
will drop the lawsuit before
Tuesday's hearing, scheduled
for 10 a.m.
"They have indicated with
the right amount of information, they would," Grise said.
However, if the Nash family
does not drop the lawsuit, Grise
said the university can provide
a strong case for the judge to
dismiss the lawsuit.
"We granted the coverage,"
he said. "They sued for the
coverage. We granted the
exact thing they sued for."

Reach Mai Hoang at
news@wkuherald. com.

SMOKE8UT
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I It [ I I J SGA handing out book scholarships
Plan is to give out 20 $100
scholarships in 2003

Thursday, November 21
, A Day To "Butt Out"

BY J ESS ICA SA SSEEN

Trade for a free "cold tur.key"
sandwich by turning in at least a
half pack of cigarettes!
Also Receive a FREE survival kit
to help you kick the habit!
Locations:

.

DUC & Thompson Complex
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
In front of Rodes Harlin Hall (Valley)
2 p.m. • 6 p.m.
Greenwood Mall Food Court
11 a.m. • 7 p.m.
The District Health Department
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

,

Non-Smoking Friends Help support your Smoking
Buddles--Brlng Them By!

SpoJ1sored by Topperwell, HRL Health and Wellness
eo-mittee
Seryices,
The District
1 ..,WKU .."h1ing
(
V'~ 'J'
-r •
,,,
~ .... ,~ , J
i 1r J' )fl;J , ,
n Health
1 •
1 •

-

< 11'

>tDepartment & v,'(~U Mealth Ser.vices

$1,000 allotted from SGA's budget. The but it's not the purpose of the student govWKU Bookstore matched
cmment to give money to
SGA's allotment by donatindividuals."
ing an additional $1,000.
SGA gave 10 book
Scholarships that utilize
scholarships to students last
the campus bookstore are
year. The organization douimportant, Auxiliary Servbled that number this year
ices director Rob Chrisler
after the bookstore's donasaid.
- Jessica Martin tion.
SGA congress membel
"The student govern"It's just a visual remiment is more than just a
nder to the bookstore and
middle man between stuthe campus that the university bookstore is the students' bookstore," dents and administration," Martin said.
"We're not going to tum our own back on
Chrisler said. "I thought it was appropriate
students. I'd love to be able to apply for this,
to give the students' money back to the stuyou know.
dents."
"I can use all the help that I can get, and
But SGA Congress member John La a that's the way a lot of students feel. And even
junior from Adairville, said the mon~ though we're helping just 20, more students
given for the scholarships could have been are going to become aware of this."
better in vested in recreation equipment
Once a student has received a book
which would serve the entire student body. scholarship from SGA, that student is not
"I do not believe it is fair to take up a eligible again.
mandatory fee from the students at l~rge
~ Scholarship applications are available in
and give it all to a person or a few people," t~ SGA office on the first floor of the
Law said. "It is the purpose of this body to Downing University Center.
represent the students. I don't doubt that
the person or people applying for it could Reach Jessica Sasseen at
be needy and could greatly benefit from it, news@ wkuherald. com.

ucontrary to popular
belief, we're not a

greedy organization."

Herald reporter
Buying textbooks will get a little easier
for some students thanks to the Student
Government Association.
SGA recently voted to award 20 $100
book scholarships to selected students in
the spring of 2003.
The money will be available to full-time
students who demonstrate financial need. A
short essay and GPA will also be considered .
SGA Congress member Jessica Martin,
a sophomore from Hazard, helped author
the bill. She said she is excited that SGA
will be able to offer financial aid to students.
"Contrary to popular opinion, we're not
a greedy organization," Martin said. "This
administration really wants to do a good
job and one way to do that is to help the
students that need it the most."
The scholarships will be fundeµ by

I

$6.99
12 pack 12 oz cans

12 pack 12 oz cans

BUSCH
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$8.99
18 pack 12 oz bottles
Seagram's Gin

750 ml

$15.99
•

750 ml

T
$13.99

Bacardi Rum

$7.99

$9.99

750 ml

750 ml

1-1:«4
$14.99

$12.99

12 oz bottles 12 pack 12 oz bottles 12 pac

We sell for less!
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Editor Caroline lynch:
editor@wkuherald.com
News editor Rex Hall Jr.:
news@wkuherald.com
Opinion editor Brandy Warren:
hera/d@wkuherald.com

OPINION

"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "
- First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
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Commentary

Garrett missing-water
mystery solved

C

1

-------____---

__....,

c__--

There are certain inalienable
rights we, as American citizens,
have.
Freedom of speech, freedom of
religion and the right to peaceably
assemble.
On behalf of Herald reporter
Jay Lively, I'm
proposing another right - the
right to drink a
free, or at least
cheap, 22-ounce
cup of water in
Garrett
Food
Court.
Let's do a
Brandy
comparison. I can
go
to
T.G.l.
Friday's, order a mudslide and
have as much free water as I want.
And someone will bring it to me.
I don' t even have to get up for it.
Since the average meal in
Garrett costs about as much as
one mudslide at Friday's, getting
free water only seems fair.
But Jay has better reasoning
than I do for getting free water.
He's health conscious.
I, obviously, am not.
For weeks the
grizzly, parched Jay
has been asking me
to write an opinion
piece about how
a
ridiculous the water
situation is in Garrett.
For him, it's a
matter of principle.
Americans don't
drink enough water
as it is.
Jay said that
drink!n&. more water
lessens the appetite.
~If people drank
more water, they'd
eat less and therefore be healthier.
It's an easy concept. And it's a
strong enough argument to make
me want to start a campus-wide
campaign for free, or at least
cheap, water.
Water was available in the
fountain dispensers in previous
semesters, allowing thirsty students to get a 22-ounce cup of
water.
But the water dispensers were
taken out of the food court when
Garrett was renovated this summer.
Now, there is still free water
downstairs, but it's like finding an
oasis in the desert. Wedged

een tea and hot cappuccino
b et w
.
. h
machines, a clear ?last1~ ?1tc er
full of ice water sits wa1tmg for
the taking. Don't get an Aramark
cup, though.
.
Complimentary cups are available _ a stack of 5-ounce clear
plastic
Solo
dessert
cups.
Some of my colleagues kindly
refer to the complimentary cups
as urine samples. Help yourself.
Or,
students
can treat themWarren
selves to a $1.19
20-ounce bottle of Aquafina,
which, by the way, is 19 cents
more than the same bottle of
water one can purchase from
vending machines around campus.
Several of these bottles are
located in the deli refrigerator
next to a wide assortment of Dole
bottled juices.
For the same price, they can
get a 22-ounce soda with ice. Add
a dime and enjoy a 32-ounce
drink. For $ 1. 39,
enjoy 44 ounces.
To get the equivalent of Western's
44-ounce Big Gulp,
a student would have
to walk through the
line carrying nine
urine-sample-sized
cups.
The investigative
journalist side kicked
in and finally just
asked why there wasn't free, or cheap,
water available.
An Aramark boss
told me the water
would be back on
the fountain very
soon.
They were taken off when
Pepsi put new machines in the
food court over the summer.
After the water dispenser is
installed, students will be charged
25 cents for a 22-ounce cup.
It's not free, but hey, it's better
than nothing.
I guess my personal campaign
for free, or at least cheap water
is finished.
'
At least I won - and I think
Jay will be happy.

...Students can
treat themselves

Western didn't pay big bucks
.
to have Hooded dorms
••
' ...

ast spring, hundreds of the dorms were renovated.
We're suspecting there was a
Western students camped
out for a weekend to live in design flaw somewhere in the reconthe newly renovated direc- struction plans.
In
September,
Facilities
tional halls.
If Western doesn't fix the flooding Management Director Doug Ault said
problems in the two dorms, the same the flooding occurred because there
students might be camping out for a was no landscaping around the
dorms to prevent rain from coming
chance to move.
In less than a semester, both into the building.
Landscaping is finished along the
dorms have experienced flooding
former Virginia-Garrett Avenue now,
problems.
In September, the floors in six but water still seeped into the
rooms and a hallway in Southwest Northwest connector. It was heaviest
in this lobby area.
were covered with an inch of water.
On Monday, Ault would not say if
Brianna Vaughn, a Southwest resident, said it was the second time any plans were being made to deal
rain flooded her room. She said her with the flooding problem.
Ault and Pat Hall, project managhall director told her it would happen
er for the Student Life Foundation,
every time it rained.
Over the weekend, heavy rains were out of town yesterday and could
spilled into the lobby in Northeast. not be reached to answer our quesStudents in the dorms were advised tions about flooding.
Whether they want to admit it or
to pick up their belongings on the
not, flooding is a problem in the new
floor in case the dorms flooded.
Water soaked the carpet, walls and dorms.
Western shouldn't spend millions
woodwork.
If memory serves, this type of of dollars renovating dorms if there's
major flooding didn't happen before no way to protect the interior from

L
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I
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Alright, enough is enough. I am going
to complain about a parking ticket. Yes, I
know if you are actually reading this you're
wondering, "I have three tickets and I'm
not complaining, so why are you?"
Well, my fellow scholars, the reason I
am complaining is because I got a ticket for
leaving my car in a "non-designated space"
for about ten minutes while I ran into
Northeast Hall to change clothes and get
my books.
The "non-designated space" is on
Nonnal Drive in front of the Chi Omega

house. Yes, you're right, the little drop-off,
IO-minute parking area.
If I am going to get a ticket for being in
a "non-designated space" then maybe the
university needs to designate it. It's not my
fault that Western has not put up a 10minute parking sign, a no parking anytime
sign or any other sign this university
would like to put there.
As far as I knew, I thought the drop off
area in front of the Chi Omega house was
a ten-minute parking spot.
So, I guess I will walk over to the police
department tomorrow (I don't want to risk

campus.

rain.

If landscaping is the key to preventing flooding, let's fork over
some cash and add some plants.
If it's a design flaw, let's hold the
design firm accountable. Let's discuss, no matter the cost, what needs
to be done to end the flooding.
In the long run, we're wasting
money by cleaning up flooding problems every time they happen.
Dorm dwellers deserve better.

This editorial represents the
majority opinion of the Herald's JOmember board of student editors.

another ticket in a "non-designated space")
and TRY to dispute it. It probably won't
work because I am sure they need the extra
$20 to purchase more gravel for parking
spots, or hey, maybe I'll be paying for the
signs to designate the "non-designated
space."
No, I am not bashing the police. My dad
is an officer of the law. I'm just saying
don't write us (fellow scholars and I) a ticket for a "non-designated space" when it's
not our fault it has not been designated.

Kudos to the Campus Activities Board
r bringing comedian Jim Breuer to
ampus. It's tonight at 8 ~- in DUC
eatre.
Western just hired two new police offirs. We're glad. The more of them there
are, the safer we feel.

e commend the Sigma Chi members
helped build a house for Habitat for
manity.
Thanks to John and Karen Potter who
nate alocasia plants to Western during
winter. It definitely brightens up our
y..
Boo to the storms that passed through the
region last weekend. They caused a lot of
devastation.

. Brandy Warren is a junior print
Journalism major from Louisville.
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How Important Is
Your Safety?
AUTIOM

CAUTI

With the idea of
guns at Western,
SGA wants to
know what youthink about
campus safety.

Page 5
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Support at,U of L strong

' C FROM FRONT PAGE

Tennessee.
Rae Goldsmith, associate vice
president of communications and
marketing for U of L, said strong
support has developed for Ramsey during his time as acting
president at the university.
"He's made a great effort to
keep the university moving forward and accomplished a great
deal in a sho1t time," she said.
Ramsey could not be reached
for comment yesterday.
Goldsmith said she could not
comment on the likelihood that
the Board of Trustees will vote to
hire Ramsey today. But she did
say that the majority of members

on the search committee are
trustees.
As an undergraduate at Western, Ramsey studied business
administration. He graduated in
1970.
Economics professor Robert
Pulsinelli had Ramsey as a student for his intermediate macroeconomic theory class in 1967.
He was one of two students to
get an A.
"He was very sharp," he
said.
President Gary Ransdell said
Ramsey would be a good president for U of L and has state
government experience that
will be beneficial to other uni-

versity presidents in the state.
"Over the last five years, he's
been an adviser to presidents in
regards to state government and
the budget," Ransdell said.
"Now he will be one of the
strategists with us and that will
be good for all of us."
Though many thought Ramsey
would be hired as Western's president in 1997, Ransdell wooed
the Board of Regents with his
interview and experience.
"He was a 10, and the others
were a nine," Regent Cornelius
Martin said in 1997 after
Ransdell was selected.
Reach Mai Hoang at
news@wkuherald.com.

HosPrrALS: Medical Center still option
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Under Westem's previous
agreement with MedBen and The
Medical Center. an employee
who wanted to receive hospital
treatment at any other hospital
would only receive out-of-network covemgc that funds about
20 percent of medical costs,
Edwards said.
He said having more options
was a good way to help Western

and its employees deal with the
nationwide problem of rising
insurance premiums.
Employee insurance premiums at Western will incrca~e 17
to 68 percent next year.
Edwards said The Medical
Center was notified Oct. 31 that
it~ agreement with Western would be terminated on Jan. 1, or
when the new insurance plan
year begins.
President Gary Ransdell said

the opening of in-network options to employees will not cause
a lot of change.
'The reality is, The Medical
Center has had all our business,"
he said. 'They'll keep nearly all
our business in the future. Our
employees have been pleased by
the medical service provided by
The Medical Center."

Reach Mai Hoang at
news@wkuherald.com.

-------------------------------------------------·

Late night munchies?

DQ~'j{a' s Country Diner
200,Jt#¥~.$~11ville Rd. (Old Pepe's Location)
. '
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'TIL 3:00 a.m.
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:': open 24 hours on Friday & Saturday

A SAFETY FORUM
SCA SAFEry FORU

Breakfast available after 9 p.m.

WKU STUDENTS GET 10% OFF WITH ID

ADDITIONAL 10% GFF WITH AD

·Come and Speak
your mind at our

Campus
Safety Forum
AUTION

CAUTION

Campus Safety Forum
Thursday, November 14th
DUC Room 305 @ 4 p.m.
Western Kentucky VnivetSity's

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

A SAFETY FORU
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LINE: Weeks of rehearsal

finally paying off for cast
CONTlNU£0 f80M FRONT PAGE

even discussing taboo topics
like wet dreams, the plight of
having small breasts or being
called "stinky" for three years
because of that one fart that
got away.
But during the actual audition for the musical, actual
director Stephen Stone didn't
make his auditioners delve so
deeply.
He also decided to modify
the script to give it a modern
twist.
"I wanted contemporary
issues and attitudes and styles
to actually steer this script, so
that present-day audiences
could more likely connect
with the universal themes of
life that are discussed in the
script," Stone said.
Stone and Jennifer TarraziScully, assistant professor of
dance, choreographed the
show from scratch.
For the last nine weeks,
students have been rehearsing
three hours a day nearly every
night to ready themselves for
the show.
The actors have learned to
juggle their full-time class
schedules with work and
nightly auditions.
Their outside lives remain
busy, yet the cast members
stay dedicated.
"We've all made sacrifices, but we do it because we
love to do it," said Winchester
senior Christopher Kirby,
playing Bobby.

'What if I couldn't
dance?'
Mirrors were lowered onto
the stage, reflecting the burgundy seats in the auditorium,
where Hutcherson is sitting.
The microphone screeched

during Nashville senior Melissa Nason's dance solo.
She barely noticed the
feedback. Her soft, blond hair
seemed to defy gravity, then
fell slowly as she finished her
pirouette.
This is Nason's first day
playing Cassie. She's Hutcherson's
under-

steps and
moves
Hutcherson.
She is determined.

with

Back on stage
Stone had some inspiring
words to give his cast three
days before opening night; he
was proud.
Near tears, Stone watched

"It had a little

study. And she is
the group finish a
nervous.
sensational first
H U t C h e r S O n bit more meanact.
can't be up there.
•
He also anShe injured her Ing r me, W
nounced to the
foot during ballet
being
cast that Hutchclass, and Nason
erson would be
has taken . her
able to play her
place.
lead
role
as
But Hutcherson will still be able Cassie.
is singing; she
The cast rewants to continue
spon de d w,'th loud
to practice despite
applause as Hutchher inability to
- Nancy erson smiled and
dance.
Hutcherson felt relieved.
Then
tears
Elizabethtown senior
So is Nason.
begin to roll down
"I'm very glad
her face, as the
that she's better,"
song she's singing - Cassie's Nason said. "And although I
singing - sparks real emo- put a lot of hard work into it,
tion.
I'd rather see (Hutcherson) do
"What if I couldn't dance it."
Hutcherson is still a little
While the characters on sore. But she's still going to
stage noisily consider such an do it. She can work through
idea, Hutcherson quietly con- the pain.
Two hazy back drops and a
templates her situation, her
row
of shiny strands of black
foot propped on a puffed up
streamers
reflect red and blue
pillow.
hues
giving
a mysterious tone
"It had a little bit more
to
the
dancers.
meaning for me, with my foot
They sneak behind the
being hurt," Hutcherson said.
glimmering
tassels in their
"I thank the Lord that I will
silver
and
black
tuxedo style
still be able to dance."
costumes
and
slyly strut
In the meantime, Nason
across
the
stage
during the
practices as Cassie in case
finale.
Hutcherson doesn't recover in
"One, singular sensation,
time.
every
little step she takes."
In a tank top, cut-off
And
Hutcherson is there.
sweats and high-heeled shoes,
Nason goes over warm-ups
with the rest of the cast. Reach Amber Sigman at
Later, privately, she goes over features@wkuherald.com.

fo
ith
my foot
hurt. Ithank

.
.
f
oman's life is
Every woman 1s unique. And, every stage o aw
different.

the Lord that I

· 1·ist s are
The physicians and staff of Women's Health Specia
dedicated to caring for the unique healthcare needs ~f women
throughout their lives, including the active and sometimes
challenging college years.

to dance."

Women's Health Specialists will work with each young ~oman .
individually to provide her with the health services and inf?rmation
necessary to tackle all the new experiences associated with college
life. They offer a full spectrum of care from routine ~xams,_ such as
annual pap smears and prevention screenings, to discussions on
various birth control options. Obstetrical care for expectant mothers
and surgical procedures for gynecological problems are also
provided if needed.
Women's Health Specialists participates with most major insurance
companies.

Jeffery W. Nemec, MD • Philip N. Priebe, MD
Deborah A. Kasica, MD • Devin G. Trevor, MD
~cmwn ~~ea.ii~~
Located next to The Medical Center

Medical Arts Building • 350 Park Stred, Suite 103
Bowling Green, KY 41101 • {170) 781-0075

The Department of H~using & Residence Life
, would like to extend a gracious

THANK YOU
for the hard vvork of the staff this semester!
0

Corvette Area

0

0

Barnes Campbell Hall
Minton Hall
Northeast Hall
Southwest Hall

C

Red Towel Area

The Vallex

00
0

Keen Hall
Meredith Hall
PFT
Poland Hall
Zacharias Hall

0

QC

0

Gilbert Hall
McCormack Hall
McLean Hall
Rodes
Schneider

Special Thanks to Potter Hall Student Staff!!!
If you are interested in becoming a part of this amazing
staff apply at 431 Potter Hall
0

0

00

0

00
0

;
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DANCIN'
photos by Fielder Williams Strain

Tired after a three-hour rehearsal , Nashville senior Melissa Nason rests her head on Adam Perry, a senior from Speedwell, Tenn. Top left: Perry strikes a pose at the end of his number,
"I Can Do That. " Top right: "A Chorus Line" director Stephen Stone claps tempo for Daniel Shoemake, a freshman from Hendersonville, Tenn.

"Wc'
. eve
all made
sacrifices,
. but we do
it because
we love to
do it."
- Winchester senior
Christopher Kirby

Radcliff Junior Rebecca Uhey, left, and Lydia Meadows, a senior from Chattanooga, Tenn., joke around during warm up.

fl
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Sushi.· from the far
east to \f'estern
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.
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"Hey, I just wanted a sandwich, there's no need to swear," I
reply.
Then I have to steer around a
potential international cheese
incident by choosing with simple descriptions like yellow,
white, round, speckled and holy.
I'm not going to discuss my
attempt to shun watercress as a
SUPERPICKS
topping choice.
Hollan Holm
It used to be that the easy and
speediest choice during my
I couldn't believe my eyes Garrett mealtime was how much
last week when I read the ice to put in a waxy cup of water.
Herald. This is not out of the That choice fell to somebody's
ordinary since my eyesight is Priority Hatchet a month ago.
classified 20/blind as a bat, and I Now I have to buy my water by
must now squint to read the big the Aquafina bottle or get free
"E" at the optometrist.
samples from the urine sampleThere amidst the jumble of sized cups by the gourmet coffee
Herald articles that I would
machines.
never read and yet still commend
I think it's all part of Dining
their writers on a "good job,"
Services'
conspiracy to keep me
was an advertisement for a new
from
leaving
my own whitefood service treat - sushi.
chained
dining
purgatory with a
If you have no clue what this
bill
under
$7
and waist line
Japanese delicacy is, it's raw fish
under
52
inches.
or shrimp rolled with fresh vegLet me clear something up etables and rice in black and
green band-aids. A millennium I blame none of this on the actuof Japanese tradition reached its al servers. If my high school had
pinnacle in the Garrett Food Charita and Olivia fighting the
Court Tuesday. Now seafood outdated cash registers and
lovers can kiss their butter sauce cracking whips on the burger
goodbye and chomp into the sea- and fry lines, I'd have been on a
5 or 6-year plan there too.
weed-roll-ups they crave.
But at least I have choices.
The Oriental Express collision of far-Eastern and Western My culinary world has expandKentucky cultures will only ed to include eel and carrot rolls,
leave me hungry.
calamari salad and the meteor
Which you might suggest special. Preliminary government
would be a good thing, but I like reports show that last meal will
my eating.
improve astronomy test grades.
It was difficult enough to
Unfortunately, the Food and
adjust to the changes already Drug Administration reports that
made to on-campus dining. It side effects include urges to
was, in the words of Food wear black Nike tennis shoes,
Service adminis-traitors, an perform ritual castration and
attempt to "restaurantize" con- commit mass cult-sponsored
sumption on campus. According suicide in a California mansion
to the old Holm family proverb, when the Hale-Bopp comet
never trust university employees returns .
who repeatedly use nouns as
I guess I'll just stick to staverbs. Instead, ridicule them in ples like tofu rolls and making
newspapers.
tired beer commercial jokes
Well, the saying goes some- about the correct pronunciation
thing like that.
of "wasabi."
These stabs at facelift-izing
cafeterias have done nothing but SushiPicks '0 the Week
moron-ized me.
♦ Attention to any Western
Look at my column mug shot. students who have been living in
How cultured does a guy who Lost River Cave all this semeswears a Bronx t-shirt shaped like ter. There won't be anyone to
a laundry detergent box seem? hang out with tonight. Former
About as cultured as a film Saturday Night Live star Jim
school student who watches Breuer will be performing in the
"Ernest Goes to Camp" for a DUC Theater at 8 p.m., and all
those people you call friends
senior thesis.
How can such a continental went. The admission is free and
columnist order-ize food on a the doors open at 7 p.m. If you
get there any later you'll have an
campus like this?
engaging
evening of cave baseI still haven't figured that one
ball
ahead
of you. At least you
out. When I ask for a sandwich at
won't
have
trouble finding a bat.
Montague's Deli, I feel like a
♦ Bone Pony will be perCapulet. I can never figure out
how to pronounce the breads and forming songs from the album
cheeses I era ve. There are two "Traveler's Companion" at Ellis
breads in the food court that I Place at the State Street Pub on
need a foreign language minor to Friday night. This bluegrass and
rock band starts its set at 10
order.
"Can I get turkey and pepper- p.m. Expect a $7 cover.
Does Hollan Holm have any
oni on that 'F' bread that looks
like a flattened golf ball covered leadership experience? He had
an ant farm once. Close
in dry grass?" I ask.
"You mean focaccia bread," enough. How'd hollanholm@the sandwich specialist corrects hotmail.com like to be a counselor?
me.

Edward Linsmier/Herald
A grounds crew blows leaves into piles between Grise Hall and Cravens Library and Graduate Center Tuesday.
"It's a fun job," said James Beasley, middle left.

Web site promotes, debuts local groups and shows
The Gator. After the show left the radio station, Felchner kept the "Live and Local" companion Web site. He said a service like the site
Independent bands trying to gain the pub- is something people need.
lic's notice might get their chance through
Felchner got the word out about the Web
liveandlocal.org, a Web site designed by site through other radio stations such as
Scottsville sophomore Jeff Felchner.
WKYU 91.7, Weslern's radio station, and
The site promotes independent bands like WONS 93.3.
"floord," "Dry Land Fish," "Gear" and "Sixth
With all of this time spent promoting the
Floor."
Web site, Felchner had to find a way of makAt liveandlocal.org, new talent can register ing it grow financially.
their band, and viewers can check out new
He has gotten money for liveandlocal.org
bands and their petformance schedules.
through a few area businesses including
The site originally contained seven pages, Kentucky Music.
a message board and 12 songs, but after five
"I am (also) attempting lo work with the
revisions and two years of work, liveandlo- marketing students at the Gordon Ford
cal.org is more functional. It has a bigger list College of Business in order to get additional
of bands, more venues, more media and 3,000 financial backing," Felchner said.
hits a day. The site has almost a dozen links
Along with his Web site and school work,
focused on advertising, music, media, contact Felchncr owns a web-based business named
Infinity's Edge, hosts the radio show ''The
information and more.
Live and Local started as a Friday night Sound Source" on 103.7 The Point and manradio show on what was formally called 107.1 ages "floord."
BY DEV1NN WINKLEMAN

Herald reporter

Felchner said he.'s able to wear all of those
hats because of time management. People trying to juggle a lot have to be able to prioritize
and keep a good schedule, he said.
Franklin freshmen Tommy Wood said he
could see the Web site benefiting the bands
and students, even though he has never visited
it.
"It will get the word out on these bands,
and hopefully it can be a stepping stone for
them," he said.
Elizabethtown sophomore Misty Gilmore
said she liked the idea of the Web site and that
it could even benefit her friends.
"I have friends that are a part of Indie
bands trying to get exposed, so having a Web
site that promotes them is a really good idea,"
she said.
You can access the site at http://www.liveandlocal.org.

Reach Devinn Winkleman at
features@wkuheral.d.com

HOME: 'We've been
trying for a long time'
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

Bennie Beach, student activities
and organizations coordinator, said
money has been set aside in CAB's
budget for such a venture. He said it
was unfortunate that Nappy Roots
couldn't come to Western this
semester.
"We've been trying for a long
time," Beach said.
He said the biggest hurdle now is
to find a date and venue for the concert that meshes with Nappy Roots'
schedule. Because of the ongoing
Diddle renovation, larger events
hosted by CAB would be held in the
Garrett Center Ballroom.
Beach said the ballroom is a difficult place to schedule an event
because the facility is regularly
booked.
Hughes said Nappy Roots'
schedule is full through December.

;· · ,
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"We wish we could have done it
this year," he said. "We would love
to do it in Diddle."
Hughes said if Nappy Roots does
come to Western next semester, students and other spectators can look
forward to an entertaining show.
He said the group's concerts feature mixed tracks from their current
album, "Watamelon, Chicken and
Gritz," and some new tracks from
the album they plan to begin recording in January.
In addition to musical guests like
Nappy Roots, CAB also plans to
bring in lecturers and comedians.
Comedian Jim Breuer from
Saturday Night Live and the movie,
"Half Baked" will petform at 8
· h · th D
· u ·
·
.
file photo by Cara Vanleuven/Herald
torug
t rn e ownmg
ruvers1ty
Center Theater.
Nappy Roots pictured clockwise from left front, Saan Hughes,
Brian Scott, Cortez Murray, Ryan Anthony, Vito Tisdale, Ron
Reach Cassie Riley at
Wilson and Ellery Lee. Murray and Lee are no longer with the
news@wkuherald.com.
band. Group member Melvin Adams is not pictured.
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► Feature Brief•___

'HalfPast Dead' too much action, not enough plot
Grade: F
B Y DEVINN
W INKLEMAN

Herald film critic

Number of people I asked to
a free advance screening - 20.
Number of people who actually went - 0.
The expression on my face
when no one wanted to go see
this free movie - Priceless.
Rumor has it that college
kids are nabbing to get most
anything for free: food, entertainment or necessities. But
when you give them an opportunity to see a free movie starring
Steven Seagal, well, they kind
of shy away from it and just say,
"No," or the evyr popular,
"Steven Seagal sucks!"
It had me thinking. I've never

seen his movies, and I don't
know anything about him, so,
why does he suck?
So I went and I saw "Half
Past Dead," starring Steven
Seagal, Ja Rule and Morris
Chestnut, and after viewing the
film, they were right: he does
suck.
The plot is about a death row
inmate who has been sent to the
New Alcatraz for stealing and
hiding $200 million worth of
U.S. gold. The FBI has been trying to find it for the past 17 years
and still has no clues.
Meanwhile, Sascha (Steven
Seagal) and Nick Frazier (Ja
Rule) are busted for stealing
expensive cars and using them in
illegal operations. Eight months
later, they're in their new home,
New Alcatraz, hosted by Warden
El Fuego (Tony Plana).
Then the story skips to this

sophisticated team of robbers,
headed by 49er ONE ' (Morris
Chestnut), that plans on kidnapping the death row inmate and
forcing him to give the team the
location of the gold.
Before and after we're introduced to the plot, the movie gets
really ridiculous in being very
typical, very general and very
cliched for an action movie.
If you snip out all the action
sequences in all the action films
ever made, you'll have this
movie.
To add to the already overdone action movie cliches, there
are dran1atic slow motion shots
and a lot of trench coats sweeping the floor as bad guys jump
and whiz by the bullets
Schwarzenegger style.
Overall, there really isn' t
anything original in this movie.
Something ~lse bothers me,

Why is it that in all action
movies, there is a muscle-bound
hero, but in this movie, we have
the SO-pound-overweight Seagal?
I'm surprised he's not fighting the bad guys just so he can
get home, buy a box of Krispy
Kremes and relax in front of the
tube on his comfy La-Z-Boy.
But, I do want to get one
thing straight. This is a movie
for guys who like movies. If you
love mindless action with little
or no plot to get in the way,
you'll love this movie.
But for everyone else who is
craving a good story between all
of the action, or at least some
plot to invite a little thinking into
the movie going experience, you
will not find it here.

Reach Devinn Winkleman at
features@wkuherald.com

- - - - - - - - :M
:::u=sic events coming up
Gender images film
The women's studies program is presenting the film
r.
" at 7
"The Watermelon unoman
p.m. Monday in Garrett
Auditorium. The film tells the
story of Cheryl, a 20-som~thing
black lesbian who is trymg to
make a documentary film about
Fae Richards, a 1930s black
film actress known as the
Watermelon Woman.
The film by Cheryl Dunye is
part of the Gender Images Film
Series. An introduction w1·11 be
given by associate professor of

!s

The music department
ting three events m
preseni·ng weeks. The first is
upcom
A
Two of Johann Strauss '
"~1e Fledermaus," performed
by WKU Opera Theatre at 7:30
Saturday and 3 p.m.
~:Oday at th~ ~entucky
Building. Adrniss10n IS $5 for
adults and $3 for students. .
The WKU Percu~s10n
Ensemble will feature marimba
soloist Joshua Hunt at 7:30
· th fine arts
p.m. Nov. 19 m de _1 • •
center recital hall. A mISs10n IS

English Karen Schneider.

fre~he WKU Jazz Band will

Job fair Friday

present the music of John
Coltrane, Duke Ellington, Bob
Mintzer and others at 7:30 p.m,
Nov. 23 in the Garrett
Ballroom. Admission is free.
For more information contact the music department at
745-3751.
- Erica Walsh

A Job and Transition Fair for
high school students with mild
disabilities will be held from
.8:30 a.m, to 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in Downing University
Center.
For more information contact Liz Cole at 779-2350.

Help SGA. Clean-Up Campus!
The Campus Improvements Committee is hosting
a Campus-Wide Clean-Up on Tuesday,
November 19, at 3:30 in front of Cherry Hall.

Organizations are encouraged to attend.
Community service hours will be awarded.

Western Kentucky Univetsity's

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

this is us. We make sure that vou have fun
stuff to do on campus. like Hilloween and
Vallevpalooza. And lceT, Bill Bellamv, and
Jim Breuer. Apd all the bands that come here.
MoVie nights at DIC? That's us, too.

j

I
I

I
I

~

This is tor vou. we need vou.
All those cool cats that have
been planning this stuff have
tograduate sometime. So ii
vou want to have vour sav in
who comes to campus and
what events we have tor
YOU, the student bodv, then
sign UP tor CAB todavl You'll
havesomething to put on
vour resume, make some
monev, and vou might even
have agood time doing 111
Fill out this application,
attach vour resume, and
drop it off in DOC 315. Do
ii NOW belore all the good
stuff uets taken!

Positions available
Treasurer
Public Relations Director
Special Events Chair
Concert Chair

Lecture Chair
Minoritv Student Interest Chair
Nilaclass Chair
4th Floor Chair
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After weeks on the road, Tops

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD

to host Cumberland College
Af~er two long weekends of
traveling, Westem's sw·
.
d d' .
1mm1ng
an ivmg team will finally b
able to strut its stuff at h
e
. The Hilltoppers will ~;:-on
~my NAIA Cumberland College
m a meet Saturday at 1
.
h
p
p.m. in
t e
reston Health
d
Activities Center pool.
an
The m~n come in undefeated
at 5-0, while the women are 112.
"Everyone is really looking
forward
to swimming at home
.
this weekend," said Jordan
~eek, who set two pool records
m Green Bay and Milwaukee
last weekend.
Cu~berland College, a
small hberal arts Baptist college located in Williamsburg
Ky., is not expected to pose ~

serious threat to the Hilltoppers,
as it doesn't have a diving team.
The opportunity will let
Westem's divers declare this a
special circumstance, which
allows each member of the diving team to take IO or more
dives.
This will be the second time
this year that Western has seen
Cumberland in action. The first
was at the exhibition Kentucky
Relays where the men beat the
Patriots 146-54 and the women
won 124-72.
The Kentucky Relays consisted only of relay races and
diving, while this meet will feature individual races.
Even though this meet will
count on the team's record, and
feature individual races, the
Hilltoppers don't seem too worried.

1

Season may run out Saturday
Herald reporter

"I think if I swam I could
beat them," said junior diver
Marci Kacsir, who won five of
the six women's diving events
over the weekend.
This meet should allow head
coach Bill Powell to continue to
rearrange the men's lineup and
maybe the women's. He has
been unable to change the
women's lineup because they
don't have the depth the men
enjoy.
The team hopes this weekend will be more relaxing than
the last three. The men and
women traveled to Louisiana
and Wisconsin the previous two
weekends, while the women
had to compete against Sun
Belt Conference competition in
New Mexico three weeks ago.
Reach Josh Buckman at
sports@wkuherald.com

District cross country

BY ADAM EADENS

BY Josa Bt1cKMAN

Herald reporter

Page 11

The men and women of
Westem's cross country team
will compete in what could be
their last race of the season
Saturday at the Southeast
District Championship in
Greenville, N.C.
The only way to keep the
season going is to qualify for
the national championships not
a simple task.
On the women's side, six
of the country's ranked teams
will compete against Western:
No. 4 Wake Forest, No. 6
North Carolina State, No. 11
Virginia, No. 14 Duke, No. 18
North Carolina and No. 27
James Madison.
Western 's
women
are
ranked 10th in the South'!ast
District. Only the top two
teams from Saturday's race will
qualify for nationals automatically. Monday, the NCAA
selection committee will pick
13 at-large teams to compete
with the top two finishers from

the nine di\tricts.
After all teams are chosen for
nationals, the top four remaining
individuals from each dbtrkt
get an automatic hid to nationals. The final three individuals
are at-large selections from
throughout the nation.
The only Western female ever
to qualify w,ts Breeda Dennehy,
who won district in 1991
"I just think that any one of
our top three women have a
chance to qualify as an individual," Coach Curtis\ Long \aid.
Cara Nichols, Olga Cronin
and Bonita Paul are all shooting
for individual bids. This will be
a challenge for Paul in particular, who has hardly ran the past
month while battling a hip Oexor injury.
"l would like to see the three
of them get in the top 25."
assistant coach Michelle Scott
said. "I think they're well capable of that. It will just depend
on how many teams get out of
the district as to who will go
individually and who won't."
The men will face an even

Banta Dellvlrs Ille Pl'lllis.
Papa llllnrs 1111 Pizzi

DEFENSE: Patience

182-0888

the key to success
CONTINU'D fRGI IACK PAGE

immediately after spring practice
in 2001, he was promoted to
coordinator.
'The thing that's made us not
only competitive but put us in the
top echelon of I-AA football has
been the performance of our
defense," Harbaugh said. "It was
very obvious that was the right
hire."
Since then, Elson has learned
a lot, but mostly about patience.
"After about a month of
Joseph Jefferson being here, I
was ready to throw the towel in
on him," Elson said about the
former topper who is now the
Indianapolis Colt's backup cornerback. "He was late, he was
missing this, he was missing
class. On the field, he was struggling a little bit understanding
what we were doing. I didn't
realize it at the time he was fresh
out of high school. He just hadn't
grown up yet Thank God Coach
Harbaugh set me right on that
path and said 'just be patient."'
Last season, Elson's defense
led the Gateway in rushing, passing, scoring and total defense. It
set a conference record for total
yards allowed per game while
ranking in the top 10 nationally
in all four categories.
"We put most of our best athletes and fastest guys on the
defensive side of the ball," Elson
said. "It's a philosophy from the
head coach."
This year has been anoth~r
challenge. With last seasons
star-studded secondary, he could
focus on the whole defen~ and
not worry about one particular

And now, he says, the defensive unit is nearly as good as last
year and, other than experience,
the only thing this group lacks is
height
Experience is something
Elson does have with his front
seven. Six starters returned from
a year ago, including four
seniors. And since Western plays
a 3-4 base defense, those linemen
and linebackers provide moxie.
1\vo of the four starting linebackers were preseason AllAmericans. Junior Erik Dandy
was named to four teams but tore
his anterior cruciate ligament
Oct 15. And the onlyJi.nebacke.[
who hasn't reccived.many accolades, sophomore Charles
Thompson, leads the team with
100 tackles.
That defense will prepare to
stop one of the top offenses in the
country Saturday. The Saluki's
rushing attack is ranked third in
the country, while their scoring
offense leads the Gateway.
But while the offense is solid,
the defense leaks like a sieve.
Giving up 28.4 points per game,
SIU is last in the conference in
three of the four major defensive
categories.
"This defense is the prevalent
defense in the conference,"
Harbaugh said. "It's not something we have to look at and say,
'Now, how are we going to
attack it?'"
With a top-notch defense
packed, Elson and the Toppers
will take on Southern Illinois at
1:30 p.m.
Saturday
in
Carbondale, Ill.

tougher challenge in qualifying.
While only North Carolina State
and William and Mary from the
dbtrict are r,.mkcd nationally,
19th and 29th respectively,
Westem's men arc not ranked in
the top IO in the di trict.
A men's team from Western
has not qualified incc 1980.
But junior Enda Grandfield
qualified for nationals Just last
year with a !0th•placc fini hat
district. lie was the fiN to
have done so in more than li\.e
years.
Grandfield\ chance arc not
as good as they could be, under
the circumstances.
"He simply does not foci
very well," Long said.
Gr.indfield finished a disappointing ninth in the Sun Belt
Conference championship two
weeks ago. He had been a
favorite to contend for the title.
Both teams are shooting for
top IO finishes. The men finished 11th la\t year, while the
women finished I0th.
Reach Adam Eadens at
sports@wkuherald.com.
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RIN,ellville Road
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X-Large
I topping
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Carryout Only

$9.99 $3.99

$6.99
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TopperTNlbits

♦ After Western Illinois beat
gro~ith five new starters,_ m?st
Northern
Iowa last weekend, the
in the secondary inclu~gJuruor
Toppers
can
only claim a share of
wide receiver Antomo Veals
the
conference
championship.
moving to free safety, El~on
Tuey
lost
the
tie-breaker
and
focuses more on coachmg
automatic bid into the playoffs
instead of strategizing. .
.th by losing to the Leathernecks 14"I've spent more tune w1
0 Sept 14 in Bowling Green.
Antonio just makin~ su:e'~
♦ Harbaugh said senior wide
understands everything
al receiver Jerome Reaves won't
doing and I think that's norm
make the nip to Carbondale, m.,
anyti~e you have turnover at any
. . " Elson said. "It was because of a failure to go to class.
pos1tton,
back
good for me to have to go th
ch from e Reach Keith Farner at
through and tea
z" sports@wkuherald.com
ground up and go from A to .

it's n ot fo r everyone,
but that's

[t he point]m
Sure, Army ~OTC isn't a piece of cake. After all,

tn

here you'll push yourself. Test your

ltmits. And m the process, develop skills that'll last a ltfettme Like how to think on
your feet and be a good leader and dec151on maker You could even get a scholarship.

Date: November t~ 200? Time: 8 p.m.-11 :JO p.111.

Register today for an Army ROTC class. Because you're not Just like "everyone '

·xo Just Wish For It!

Stomp

ARMY ROTC

~

MAJ<_E·@_)YISH

Unlike any other eol.lege course ,m can tat•

For details, Visit the ROTC Department
or Call 745-6054
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DREAM: Times not always so prosperous for Lady Toppers
I
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COTINl'E"' FROM BACK PAGE

And after a few tears - the good
kind - Hudson wrote that down, too.
He is both historian and holder of
Westem's newfound fortune. Through
his foresight, he has built a champion.
Under Hudson's tutelage, the volleybaJJ
team has gone from joke to juggernaut.
He isn't satisfied, though. And that
seems to be the mark of his excellence.
"I think you can constantly learn and
get better in any job," Hudson says. "I
have had some success, but I am very
hungry to be a better coach every year."
He's proud of his successes. But he
never forgets his failures. His outlook is
tempered by the reality that the bottom is
never more than a single tumble from the
top. That fear pushes him.
He has, after all, been to the depths a 7-26 record in his first season and the 9-

22 mark in his third.
Now he sits perched on the pinnacle.
Last weekend, Hudson's Lady
Toppers clinched a third straight Sun Belt
East title. The 31-year-old coach is one
win away from Westem's first 30-win
season since 1991 - and that was when
the team played 43 matches instead of
this year's 34.
If the Lady Toppers win out the regular season and sweep the Sun Belt tournament, Hudson would not only get his
first conference tournament title and subsequent NCAA tournament bid, but he
would become the school's all-time winningest volleyball coach with a win in the
final.
He's not yet counting those eggs,
though. It wouldn't be his style.
''I'm thrilled to be in the position
we're in. I'm certainly optimistic,"

Hudson says. "But I've also been doing
this long enough to know that things
don't always work out the way you want
them to."

"Flip through the hard

t.1mes ... "

When Hudson was hired as Western's
head coach before the 1995 season, he
became the youngest Division I coach in
America at the time. He was 24. He was
a year removed from graduating Western.
He wasn't ready.
That year, Hudson took over a program that few cared about. He inherited a
team with little talent. And he lost. A lot.
"Misery," Hudson says of his rookie
campaign. "Absolute misery. I don't take
losing very well. How my wife stood it is
more of a miracle than how I stood it, I
guess."

His team finished tied for ninth in the
Sun Belt that year. It was the worst conference showing in the program's history.
The overall record was the second-worst
mark ever at Western, surpassed in ineptitude only by the school's inaugural
team.
But Hudson didn't have much to work
with. Today, he doesn't struggle to pinpoint that season's pitfalls.
"Talent," he says, "if you want me to
be perfectly honest. We just weren't an
overly talented team. I was a young, inexperienced coach, and we didn't have a lot
of talent. I've often said that might've
been the best coaching job I've done, to
win seven matches. The program was
really at rock bottom at that point."
So Hudson started climbing.
With his first shot at recruiting,
Hudson's strength as a salesman shined.

GREA
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2495 Scottsville Rd
783-0107
In The K-Mart Shopping Center
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After taking his lumps ,in the fi~t Y~,
the green coach laid his champ1onsh1p
foundation in the off season.
Hudson entered living rooms with
dreams for sale. He was pawning promises, hawking his hopes.
"I had to find kids that didn't necessarily believe in the program but believe~
in me and what we could get done,
Hudson says. "I remember selling kids
onme."
He revealed his vision. Some bought
it. For those who didn't, he had a backup
pitch.
His hook: "You can help us quickly."
He was quite convincing.
Two names from that first recruiting
class remain atop Westem's record
books. Jenni Miller still holds the singleseason assist record and was just passed

Harry Potter & The Chamber of Secrets (PG)
Harry Potter & The Chamber of Secrets (PG)
Harry Potter & The Chamber of Secrets (PG) 11 :00
Half Past Dead (PG-13) .................................
2:00
8 Mile (R) ......................................................
1: 15
8 Mile (R)......................................................
2:00
Punch-Drunk Love (R) ..................................
1:45
The Transporter (PG-13) .................................
Brown Sugar (PG-13) .....................................
Tuck Everlasting (PG) .................................... 11 :30
Jonah: The Veggie Tales Movie ...................... 11: 15
Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13) ....................... 2:10
Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13) .......................
1:30
The Barbershop (PG-13) .................................. 1: 15

3:30
4:45
2:30
4:30
4:00
4:30
4:20
4:30
2:20
1:30
4:15
4:30

7:00
8:15
6:05
7: 15
6:40
7:10
7:00
7:05
6:50
4:40
4:00

7:20

9:20
9:30

6:50

9:50
9:25
9:30

6:45

28 Beds

9:30
9:45
9:10
9:45
9:25

10% off any Sorority Accessories
Expires November ~0th with Student ID
Endless Season tanning package in ~ bed for
$9999 until December 31 st, 2002
No appointment needed
Convenient Hours
Open 7 days a week
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...................
Great deal 2 bdrm. apt.
$350/mo. Lease and deposit
required 846-2397.

...................

3 bdrm house for rent @ 319
College Street. Reference &
deposit required. No smoking
or pets allowed. $475/mo. Call
842-4923 or 991-3192.

...................

ONE CHECK PAYS IT ALL!!
All utilities included and
only minutes to campus.
New carpet, on -site laundry,
lot of space & big rooms.
Pre-lease today for
January move in.
1 BR $459; 2 BR $549
Call now 781-5471.

...................

Only one 4 bdrm left!
Adjacent to campus. All
appliances including washer &
dryer. CALL SIMS REALTY.
842-7919.

,,,

...................
Close to campus 1 bdrm. apt.

'"

$275-$300 month. Lease and
deposit required 846-2397.
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3 bdrm at St. James Apts.
1133 Chestnut. Some utilities
paid $575/mo. 781-8307

...................

Close to campus. 3 bdrm,
2 bath. Large kitchen, laundry
room. Carpet, central heat &
air. Deposit & references
required. $265 per student.
No pets. Call 791-3551.

...................

Partially furnished 1 bdrm apt..
Located @ 1319 College St.
References & deposit required.
No pets. $275 842-4923
or 991-3192.

...................

Classified
Ad Rates:
$5.50
first 15 words

ROOMMATE

SPRING BREAK

...................

...................

Female Roommate
Needed:Rent $167.50,Chestnut
Street 5 min.from campus.
Call 746-9312 .

Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica From $429!
Free Breakfast, Dinners &
Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Group Leaders
Free! Florida Vacations from
$149 ! springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Haircuts Guys & Gals
$3 with WKU ID
South Central KY Barber
College of B.G. 332 College St.

...................

...................

I roommate needed in
Stonehenge. Please call
(270) 781-7161 or
(502) 802-2866.

...................
Roommate needed to share
4 bdrm., 4 bath apt. at Western
Place $320/mo. utilities included. No deposit required!
(270) 782-6256.

...................

SPRING BREAK

...................

Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 days $299! Include Meals,
Parties! Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs From
Florida! Get Group- Go
Free!! springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

...................

Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Reps travel for FREE!
Lowest Price Guarantee!
Call 1-800-795-4786
or email
sales@suncoastvacations.com !

...................

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals.
Campus Reps Wanted!
l-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

...................

...................

MISC

...................

Are you paying too much for
computer repair?
What if I tell you that you can
receive unlimited tech-support
24/7 & earn money for
fixing your computer!
Interested? email :
techsupport@freeautobot.com

...................

HELP WANTED

...................

Part-time position available.
Nursery supervisor for
Sunday morning from 8am till
noon. Please send resume to
Christ United Methodist
Church. 716 Cavemill Rd.
Bowling Green 42104
or stop by to pick
up an application.

...................

SPRING BREAK '03
with StudentCity.com!
Air, Hotel, FREE FOOD &
DRINKS and 150% Lowest
Price Guarantee! REPS
WANTED! Earn 2 FREE
TRIPS, VIP treatment & cash!
Call 1-800-293-1445
or email
sales@studentcity.com!

ATTENTION: Immediate
openings. International
company needs help. Work
from home. PT/FT Full
Training. Bonuses,
Vacations. FREE Info.
www.YourLifeis Here.com
888-574-2236.

...................

...................

*** ACT NOW!
Guarantee the best spring
break prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida &
Mardigras.TRAVEL FREE,
Reps Needed, EARN$$$.

Group Discounts for 6+.
1-888-THINKSUN
(J-888~4-6478 dept 2626) I
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

...................

...................

Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 214.

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.dollars4opinions.com

...................

Help Wanted:
.-----------Yard Work one morning per •www.wkuherald.com•
week. $10 per hr. 782-1097 _

...................

I

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) ~23-3238, or visit
www.campusfundra1ser.com

Part-Time Temporary
Light Industrial
Lord Corporation is a privately held $450 million corporation.
Our Mechanical Products Division, a leader in the development,

manufacture and sale of engineered shock, vibration and motion
control products has an immediate opening for Part-Time Light
Industrial individuals in its Bowling Green Facility.
• Flexible hours are available on all shifts. Individuals must
be available 20-25 hours per wee~.
, The salary will be $7.50 per hour and Holiday pay is
prorated on an annual basis.
Applications will be accepted from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.,
Monday thru Friday, for interested candidates or you can submit
your resume to Lord Corporation. 1luman Resource Department,
2800 Pioneer Drive, Bowling Green, KY 42101.
A Diversified Workforce Employer

* Orders food, drinks & snacks to serve the
general public. Must be able to maintain
simple inventory and bookkeeping records.
20-25 hrs/wk, weeknights 4:3OJ9:00,
Saturdays from 8:00 amwS:00pm.
Age 18+; $5.65/hr.

$.25
each additional word

745-2653.

HELP WANTED

IIIIIIIT11rs
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,
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~

LAW CLERK
Year round part-time position available at
local law office; perfect for WKU student.
Must be willing to work a minimum of 20 hours
per week. Send resume and transcript to:
Law Firm of Flora Templeton Stuart
607 E 10th Ave., Bowling Green, KY 42io1
or Fax to 782-1451.

I
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'It's the difference in boyhood and manhood • • •'

12
be c 11ru,ted to than T ravi
have culnunated in consecutive their success even farther.
this season by senior Sar
they took more of a chance than office until 9 or 10 talking, and he
Bud! n.''
And
Hudson's
employcn;
20-plus-win
seasons
the
last
three
the career List for hand a Noe on ~y of them. They pumped Life was bawling or I was bawling."
A a reward. Hudson has gothave
taken
notice.
years.
Three
straight
Sun
Belt
th
But the unwavering coach sold
Melissa Starck wasouts..
:~o e program, ~d I think they
ten a uh umlial raise, hi salary
"God,
it's
the
difference
in
East
crowns
have
piled
up
in
the
class and still reig also tn that th as much recru1ung as I did for another crew of recruit., in the off Lady Toppen;' trophy case over boyhood and manhood, or should more than doubling to $41,<XXJ.
seru;on. He told them the program
school's all-time leactns .as the
e nex~ couple years."
I say girlhood and womanhood,'' He ruh been granted a paid assiswas almost there. He again a.,ked that span.
er in aces
But it took time to pay off.
Western athletics director Wood tant. h budget has increased.
d
h
Since
his
hiring,
Hudson
ha.,
an timate es played. Starck w
"'
vveSlem improved to 18-17 them to believe in him.
Selig
said. "He has certainly built And ie now drives a Cltcvrolet
produced
13
all-conference
playThey did, and the next year,
the,~ to commit to Hudson as that next year. Hudson brought in
volleyball
from virtually nothing Mal1ti J promled by the unheisity.
. .en 1 came on
.
some more solid talent. The pro- Hudson's efforts started clicking. ers. the first two all-South Region
"(Sehg) nllowed us to do some
to being on the verge
my vis~~• I was really
What had been a scrambled heap selections in school
thing
that let us take the program
of being a perennial
scared Starck
'I O\¥e
gram seemed to be of Legos began. under guidance histol), a Sun Belt "Once tftat sea•
•
said
on an upswing.
to the next level.'' Hudson says.
NCAA
playoff
"They'd had a really
th
Then
came of his vision. snapping into place Player of the Year,
"Quit hone tly, I don't know if
Newcomer of the
bad year. I really didan
1997 - the year of to form an elaborate castle.
I'd su 1 be here if he hadn't been
Selig
noted
Hudand
two
"Once that sca.,on was over. I Year
n't want to come on
the Arkansas State
here. I don't think the program
don't
know
what
son
did
it
without
the
my visit. But once I ,,._,
slaughter that Will- don't know what happened.'' ~aid Defensive Pla}CTh of
could have continued to grow."
luxury
of
a
big
budYear.
tt
got down there, Travis 11 R;J'
of ard and Thomas Miller, who still get~ choked up the As
Bt t it has. And Selig and
get, an anny ol assisregular searemembering.
still
beams
at
the
was so wann. Point
chance
any wefe on hand to program's new success. "It was sons go. this one has like we had noth• tant., or any national We tLm kno\\ that as the problank, when I came in of
,
watch. The Lady
or international re- gram expo ure expand •so does
already surpassed ing to lose."
I asked him why I
Toppen; won just like we had nothing to lose."
cruiting
possibilitie . Huels n' . They know h1g school
In 1998. Western went 26- 10, any other a.-; the best
with 1g money ha,e and will
should commit. And
29 percent of their
_ Jenni Miller
When Hudson
in the prognim's 21come
calling. Big Ten conlercncc
he said you can go to
- Travis Hudson matches and slid marking the biggest one-season
WR'> hired, he had no
existence.
improvement in the country. The ycar
another school and be
YO!leyball coach almost all the way
fonner
Western
setttr paid as si tants. I Ii!; coacl cs. for instance, ha\C
lone
team jumped from eighth to Hudson's
another great player
back to where they
salary was well salan s rJngmg from $65,000 to
fourth in the Sun Belt. And the ~enior, Noc, is a
$110, XXl.
there, or you can come here and
started.
vision, which for a time existed favorite for Sun Belt Player or the below the conference uverngc at
Ht dson kno\\ that, and o
leave your mark, help make
Hudson scribbled often, furi- only in Hudson's mind, was Year. The team ranks at the top of just over $19,000. And Western
docs \elig.
Westem something great. That'
ously filling that red notebook.
had
no
name
recognition
on
the
almost e, cry statistical category
··~ e·ve rcali,.cd for some time
what sold me."
s
'That's probably when Travis materializing.
in the confen:ncL'. And Western recruiting scene.
the
a set he i to our nthletic
"He has scratched out this
Miller, now Morgan after a and I really got on the same "Flip through some
checked in al No. S in la,t week's
depari
mcnt and our institution,"
lofty position through the oldrecent marriage, followed b
page," Miller said. "We both
South Region poll.
Selig
said. "So we're doing
committing shortly after. Th/y w?ndered if we were doing someIn short, the la,t five years fashioned way," Selig said, cvcl)thing v.e can to make wre
Since
the
start
of
that
sca.,on.
"through
hard
work
and
per;e,
crwere the turning point.
thing wrong. Travis had to make
Hudson's teams have gone 122- ha,e easily been the most pros- ancc. And I can't think there v.c rc :tin his semces for the long
"No question about •·t" me believe that if we JUSt get
perous stretch the Lady Toppers
haul.'
H ds
,
through this year, then some- 42 (a .744 winning percentage)
have
ever enjoyed. This year's would have ever been a better
f , now. it doesn't appe,1r
The
fruit.~
of
Hudson's
hardu on says. "I still owe that thing's going to happen. It was
person
for
Wcstern's
\Olleyball
to
class more than anything, because many long night.,; we sat in his selling, dream-weaving labor edition h;t, nuscd the ceiling of
Sehr has anything to \\Oil)' aoout.
Bud· m• not cager to lea, e.
H likes the area. It' a good
place o misc hb 9-month-old c;on
Tyler
I hs parents live jm,t 45 minute., rom Bowling Green. His
wife Cindy, who Hud-;on met
whik ,he wa., a setter for \\btcm
in the early 1990s. also has family neaby.
''I hat's a ranty in the profe,sion I'm in." Hud~n says. "We
like that."
Bt t there's ,omething el-.e.
some hing deeper holding him
here. ')omething that eat.'> at him.

still that
cfass more
anything, because
took
more
a
than
them. '

son was over, I

happened. was

good ...,,

•

"You just flip through
the emories, flip
through the hard
tim s, flip through
some good."
\\ hen hi, eye, OJX.'fled, devibtatio1 was ,till in front of him.
L: t year. after what had been
Hud, m's most succc,sful campaign to that point. Western stood
at 24 'i overall. The Lady Topper..
had gone 13-1 in Sun Belt play,
cl ind mg n -.eci ,nd East title. They
had , eamrolled through the conferen e tournament and into the
cham ion,hip game. They were
favo1~. CXfX.'Cled even. to knock
off ti eir final opponent. Florida
lnten Jtional.
It ,,.,,-a,, 10 be retribution for a
year ~lier. when Western went
25-8, won it., first Ea!.t champion,l11p and wa., stunned in the
first , und of the tournament.
Pl yer, whispered their confidcn . The) would win this time.
B n they didn't.
1'1U again shocked the Lady
Topp,.:r'>, winning in four gaJTIC!i
(30-26. 30-28. 19-30, 30-22). For
tlie urd time in his career West m \\as knocked off in the
toum unent title game in 1998 Bud n was denied what ~med
so olwiom.ly hi .
H • again left empt)•handcd.
We t rn got no at-large hid to the
:--;CA \ tournament. The Lad)
'lop ~ got to watch, in tcoo.
J\ 1d l:fudson'i. notebook got a
\\Ork iuL H1 ,, ion had tallcd.
"I bum in me e,ery da),"
1 llud m a, . "My\\ 1fe l.ltink, it':;
a g0< I thing that we ha,cn't ~on
it. Sh· thinks it keeps me nlOU\atcd. But it'
mething I think
ohou e,cf) day .,.,hen I walk out
to thl gym.''
S1 here he i again. I !ere they
are. 1 hi }W' team i heller tlmn
1.,~t. poi ed for another run.
expo; ted to wipe out I.lie field.
"l loncstl). I really think thi 1
the )Car," Hudson sa) .
Others ha, e been. too. hut
didn't pan out. The fruitle pursu1t I I ludson' lire.
"A-. oppo~'<l to ju t jumping
hip and mo, ing to the next
lc,cl · Hudson SU} "l enjo} the
chall ngc of ta)ing here and uymg t , take this program to I.lie
nc)(t e,el.''
lie' a man of vi ion. Look
past hi contact and into hi
grcet e}CS, and }Ou'll see it. But
doc that ,,.,sion hinge on \\inning
a tou t1ament7
II • sa) no. lie says hi , i ion
i m ,ch impler, though it may
)Cl I ihUIIC the championships
tllllt kip along beneath hi
damxd lids ot night.
H s ,i 10n:
"Jut keep ha,ing tun with
kids and keep watching kid, do
l.ltint they didn't kno\\ the) were
cnpa ile of doing," Hudson 53} •
"If ) ,u want to know \\ hat rm
abou that' what I'm about. If I
ne,c get that 1'CAA tournament.
am I going to be disappointed?
Sure m I going to feel like r,c
foil 17 Don't count lm 1t."
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Notable
• The last time Western '.S'
volleyball team lost at home, Bill
Clinton was still in office. It was
Oct. 15, 2000. The Lady Toppers
lost 3-2 to Denver.
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Volleyball

Noe problem:
Senior leads way
BY MICHAEL
CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter

Thomas Cordy/Herald

Lady Topper volleyball coach Travis Hudson talks with his team during its last home game at Diddle Arena.

Dream Weaver
Travis Hudson's vision has taken Western volleyball from r~ck bottom to top of the Sun Belt
BY KYLE TUCKER

Herald reporter
His grip tightened around a pen. His
foot scuffed across the hardwood court.
His head dipped. And his lids slammed
shut, clamped as if the scene would
change when they reopened.
He couldn't believe it.
Game One: 26-30 .. . Not the start he
had hoped for.
Game Two: 28-30 ... It couldn't be
happening.
Game Three: 30-19 ... Time for a
comeback. They were the favorite, after
all.
Game Four: 22-30 . . . That was it.
Game over. Season over. No championship. His players were crying, eyes
wide, hands on their heads. He, they, had
been denied - again. He squeezed his
eyes shut and tried to see.
It was a year ago. And he just couldn't
believe it.

***

Vision, it seems, has little to do with
eyes.

Travis Hudson wears contact lenses.
He's near-sighted.
"Can't see stuff far away," he says.
But that's just it. Seeing down the road
is actually the keenest of his abilities. His
vision has never been more clear.
The Western volleyball coach keeps a
journal in his office. In the small, red notebook, he scribbles everything significant
to his budding program. But he doesn't
scrawl, stash and forget. He rememb(lrs
everything that goes into that little book.
He routinely reviews the contents of its
pages.

"You just flip through the
memories ... "
On Oct. 10, 1997, Hudson's Lady
Toppers lost at home to Arkansas State.
Actually, they were wrecked. It took just
54 minutes for the Lady Indians to sweep
Western off the Diddle Arena floor.
Prize recruits Tara Thomas and Jessica
Willard were visiting and watched the
massacre from the stands. Hudson had
never been more embarrassed.

s:-;.

So he wrote it down.

"I went in my office and wrote in my
book that we would someday win a conference championship on our home floor,"
Hudson remembers.
Late last October, a little more than
four years after that journal entry, Thomas
and Willard were back in Diddle.
They hadn't been deterred by the loss,
or the dismal 9-22 record Western managed that year. Hudson sold them on the
program, on the chance to help his struggling squad.
And on that day last year, the pair then seniors - were in Western uniforms
to help further Hudson's vision. They
were there to make his prophecy, etched in
a college-ruled tablet, come true. Hudson
couldn't stop smiling as he watched.
The Lady Toppers beat Middle
Tennessee in Diddle to clinch the Sun Belt
Conference East Division title, Western's
second straight. They won it on their home
floor.

Su
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Western rallied from down
19-14 to win the second game
30-26.
"I thought that our opponent,
Middle Tennessee, really stepped
up in that second game and started making plays," Hudson said.
Then Western slammed the
door on its second straight season
with a perfect home record, dominating Game Three.
With the score tied at seven
early in the game, Western put the
match on ice with a 23-5 blitz that
demoralized the overmatched
Lady Raiders.
Noe set up sophomore hitter
Amanda Schiff for a fitting end
with the winning kill.
MTSU's negative-.019 Iµtting
percentage was the lowest by a
Western opponent this season.
While Noe's 40 assists capped
another successful home season,
the young players stole the spotlight last night, as they have all
year.
Minus Noe, the Lady Toppers
will return the entire roster from
this season's surprise squad.
"The future certainly looks
bright, doesn't it?" Hudson said.
Schi.ff's 14 kills led Western,
while freshman hitter Crystal
Towler's .556 hitting percentage
was characteristic of the team's
consistency.
The Lady Toppers close out
their most successful regular season in school history Friday night
at North Texas.

Middle Tennessee State had
no idea what it was getting into
when it made the trip up 1-65
Tuesday night to take on the
Lady Toppers. The Lady Raiders
hit a buzz saw when they faced
off with the three-time Sun Belt
East Division champions on
Senior Night
Western (29-4, 13-0 SBC)
christened the newly renovated
Diddle Arena with a 30-14, 3026, 30-14 sweep of division rival
MTSU (16-13, 7-6 SBC).
"It's just nice to be home,"
coach Travis Hudson said. "I
don't think we realized how
much we missed being in Diddle
Arena. We were special tonight."
That night started with a special warm-up outfit. The Lady
Toppers came out sporting "Noe
Body Better" T-shirts to honor
sole senior Sara Noe's final home
match.
"It was nice," Noe said. "But
to be honest with you, I don't
think it's hit me yet that I'm a
senior."
Following a brief ceremony,
the Lady Toppers jumped all over
the Lady Raiders.
An 11-4 run at the beginning
of Game One prompted a time
out from MTSU coach Lisa
l(jssee. But it couldn't stop the
surging momentum of Western.
Noe led a balanced attack that
blew away the Lady Raiders in Reach Michael Casagrande at
the first game, 30-14.
sports@wkuherald.com

Thomas Cordy/Herald

Senior setter Sara Noe, right, and sophomore middle hitter
Amanda Schiff contribute to the Tuesday night win over MTSU.

Football
h
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Secretary of defense setting standard
BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter

H. Rick Mach/Herald

Defensive coordinator David Elson instructs inside linebacker Charles
Thompson, left, during September's game against McNeese State.

Standing 25 yards behind the line
of scrimmage, defensive coordinator
David Elson watches his prized
defense go to work.
Like a scientist looking through a
WHEN: 1:30 p.m. Saturday
microscope, Elson picks apart each of
WHERE: Carbondale, Ill.
his players' movements. Immediately
after each play in practice is over, he
rushes in with suggestions to improve.
"He's the type of coach that will get
The Hilltopper defensive unit, one under your skin to make you a better
of the backbones of Western's recent player," senior defensive lineman Patstring of wins, can attribute much of rick Reynolds said. "And that just
its success to Elson, the longest- makes you want it more. If you mess
tenured assistant on Coach Jack up in practice, he'll let you hear about
1t for three or four days. But he's also
Harbaugh's staff.
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ffOM£MAD£ WATER
P·EOPLE MUSIC STRAIGHT FROM THE TAP
nlf you

Countdown / '
tomokoll
i
,,&oU!Ji.,wew-·

like Widespread Panic and Phish,
then you'll love Homemade Water. .. (they)
have the groove down pat. From the
moment you push play on their CD, you
can't stop the toe tapping. n
- Dig Magazine

the first one to congratulate you when
you come off the field."
Western's defense leads the
Gateway in four defensive categories.
It has given up 7.8 points per game in
six conference games. And junior cornerback Jeremy Chandler leads the
conference with five interceptions.
After earning three letters from
Butler University in Indiana as a
strong safety, Elson went to Southern
Illinois - this week's opponent for
the Toppers - where he was a graduate assistant.
Elson was hired at Western as the
defensive backs coach in 1996, and
SEE DEFENSE PAGE
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